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SUMMARY

Genetic variation is the basic material of the animal breeder, and loss of variation will restrict the 
options for future genetic improvement Current genetic variation comprises some 3500 breeds and strains of 
domestic animals, and in the last 10-15 years, their value to future food and agriculture has been increasingly 
recognized. In the global management of animal genetic resources to conserve diversity, the two issues are 
preservation of those breeds perceived to have little or no current utility, and the utilization of those that have 
current utility or seem likely to have in the near future. The problem is to determine which breeds should be 
conserved - based on objective criteria, current utility and the maintenance of maximum genetic diversity.

A program is proposed here to provide objective information on genetic differentiation among breeds 
within each species, using measures of genetic distance derived from analyses of microsatellite variation. A two- 
phase strategy is suggested, with the first phase a limited sampling of at most 50 breeds in each species to define 
the magnitude of within-species diversity. A second phase would follow where distinct differences in the genetic 
relationships among the sampled breeds were found. The methodology for phase 1 of this program is outlined in 
terms of identifying the breeds to be included, procedures for sampling of animals, DNA extraction, 
microsatellite assay and data analysis. A program of this magnitude must be managed and coordinated as an 
integrated global program, and it is proposed that it should be undertaken by FAO as a high priority item in its 
global action plan for the sustainable development and management of animal genetic resources.

INTRODUCTION

The improvement of domestic animals to meet human needs is dependent on genetic variation - both the 
variation within breeds and the variation between breeds. Genetic variation is the basic material of the animal 
breeder, which is used to mould our domestic animal species to our needs. Loss of variation will restrict the 
options available to meet unpredictable future requirements. While loss of variation within breeds is continually 
countered by the introduction of new variation through mutation (Franklin, 1981; Hill and Keightley, 1988), the 
genetic variation present as differences among breeds cannot be readily regenerated. Each breed or strain is the 
product of mutation and genetic drift, as well as separate adaptation and evolution, often over many centuries, 
with differing selection pressures imposed by climate, endemic parasites and diseases, available nutrition and 
criteria imposed by man. Each breed thus comprises a unique set of genes.

There are probably in excess of 3500 breeds and strains of domestic animals in the world, although the 
true magnitude of the existing diversity is not known. These breeds and strains are referred to as the global 
animal genetic resources. The genetic variation, both between and within breeds, is described as the diversity 
within each species. Concern about reduction in genetic diversity has been expressed primarily in terms of loss 
of breeds and strains, and an FAO/UNEP Technical Consultation in 1980 (FAO, 1981) recommended the 
development of a global program in animal genetic resources. Since then, methodologies for this pregram have 
been researched (reviewed by Hodges, 1990), including procedures for description and characterization of 
breeds and the development of data banks for this information (FAO, 1986a.b,c). During the 1980's, the 
importance of animal genetic resources to food and agriculture was increasingly recognized and it was realized 
that the use and preservation of animal genetic resources are inseparable.
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The primary unit in animal genetic resources is a breed, strain or geographically defined population. In 
the developed world, breeds are well defined and recognized as intraspecific groups, the members of which share 
particular morphological characteristics which distinguish them from other such groups, and a formal 
organization commonly exists for each breed or breed group. In the developing world, however, breeds may not 
be clearly defined in this way, yet there exist strains or geographically separated populations. Local populations 
may have different names, but without apparent change in phenotype; a change in phenotype may occur without 
change in name; or all populations may have just one name and be phenotypically similar. To encompass these 
various situations, the term "breed" is used here to include strains and populations, the members of which are 
distinguished from other such groups in local, regional or national usage.

To date, most attention about loss of genetic diversity has been directed towards rare breeds in 
developed countries. However, in the global management of animal genetic resources, the fundamental 
distinction is not between those breeds that are endangered and those that are not, but between those that are 
perceived to have little or no current utility and those which do have current utility or seem likely to have in the 
immediate future. For each of these latter categories, the necessary actions are then preservation (as live animals 
or frozen storage of embryos or semen) or utilization (including development of breeding programs for genetic 
improvement).

However, a global program should ensure that decisions about which breeds should be conserved are 
based on objective criteria, taking account not only of current utility, but also the maintenance of maximum 
genetic diversity in the global gene pool of each species, so as to allow for future unforeseen needs in the 
development of sustainable animal production systems.

Maintenance of maximum genetic diversity could be achieved by conserving that sub-set of all breeds 
in a species that show the most genetic differentiation among them, including those that contain unique alleles or 
allelic combinations. A complete description of the genetic differences between any two breeds is not possible, 
but measures of genetic distance provide the best available objective description of their genetic differentiation. 
Many such measures have been proposed (see reviews by Wright, 1978; Nei, 1987; Chakraborty and Rao,
1991), but all require allele frequency data If two populations have the same allele frequency distribution at 
some locus, the genetic distance between them, for that locus, would be zero. The distance for one locus would 
be the maximum possible when the two populations are fixed for different alleles. When there are allele 
frequency data for many loci, the genetic distance estimate is obtained by averaging over these loci. Genetic 
distance measures have been widely used in evolutionary genetic studies, to describe the genetic structure of 
populations of a species, or to determine evolutionary relationships among species.

If two populations are, for geographic or ecological reasons, genetically isolated, they will tend to 
accumulate different alleles as a consequence of mutation and the random process of genetic drift (due to finite 
population size). Natural and artificial selection also will cause differences between populations, but these 
differences are not usually at the type of loci that are available for analyses of genetic distance. Nevertheless, in 
the absence of other supporting data, genetic distance analysis allows a ranking of breeds and populations 
according to their level of phylogenetic distinction (May, 1990).

Pairwise genetic distances estimated among all the breeds of a species, and the single phytogeny 
constructed from these distances that best represents all the relationships among the breeds would aid objective 
and rational decision making in the choice of breeds for preservation, for utilization, and for evaluation studies 
to determine comparative genetic merit for production traits. However, since distance measures cannot account 
for consequences of artificial selection on morphological or economic traits, nor for natural selection for fitness, 
and cannot adequately measure time since divergence from a common ancestral population, they should only be 
used as an initial guide to population structure and breed differentiation. Final decisions on choice of breeds
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must also take into account any available information on traits of economic value, specific adaptive features, 
presence of unique genes or phenotypes, local or regional importance of a breed in production systems, and 
availability of resources and infrastructure in the region where a breed is located.

In 1993. FAO convened a Working Group to examine the feasibility of a global program for 
estimating genetic distances among breeds for each species of domestic livestock, and to report on the design and 
procedures for such a program. This paper will necessarily draw extensively on the report of that Working 
Group (FAO, 1993).

FEASIBILITY OF A GLOBAL PROGRAM

While the ultimate objective of a global program for each domestic animal species could be seen as a 
complete matrix of pairwise genetic distances among all breeds, this is not an immediate objective, and an 
economically efficient and effective study can be developed using a two-phase strategy. In the first, phase, the 
extent of within-species diversity will be established, using a designed, but limited sampling program for each 
species, and sampling the breeds of greatest taxonomic distinction. The second phase of the program for each 
species will depend on results obtained from analysis of the set of breeds in the first phase. Where all genetic 
distances among this set are very small (i.e. little between-breed diversity), no further breed sampling, assay and 
genetic distance estimation would be necessary. But where distinct differences in the genetic relationships among 
the sampled breeds are found, further sampling and assay of breeds should proceed, with the most intensive 
sampling being done in regions of greatest diversity. Hence, the second phase strategy for each species will be 
determined by the results of the first phase.

The requirements for an efficient, scientifically sound program are:

(i) Sampling of breeds and animals - For each species, the breeds to be included in the first phase should be 
selected as those thought to be most distinct genetically from throughout the complete geographic range. The 
information in the FAO Global Data Bank will be vital in facilitating this selection of breeds.

The number of animals to be sampled from each breed must be adequate for reasonable statistical precision 
in estimates of genetic variability within breeds, and genetic distances between them. The biological material to 
be sampled from each animal must be such that it can be collected under field conditions (often far from 
laboratory facilities), readily stored and transported to a laboratory for further processing, and appropriate for 
the genetic assay that is to be done. Field collection, recording and storage methods must be standardised.

(ii) Laboratory assay to determine genotypes of individual animals - The number of genetic markers (loci) to be 
assayed, in conjunction with the number of animals sampled, must allow adequate statistical precision in 
estimates of genetic variability and genetic distances. Assay methods must be standardised, so that results are 
comparable between laboratories working on the same species.

(iii) Data recording and analysis - The genotypes at each locus for all sampled animals must be recorded in a 
standardised format, and all results for each breed entered in a central data bank.

(iv) Coordination and management - A program of the scale that is proposed can succeed only if a single 
organization has responsibility for overall planning of the sampling and field collection, coordination and 
monitoring of laboratory work, and management of the data bank

The FAO Working Group (FAO, 1993) concluded that a global program to establish the genetic 
relationships among the breeds of each domestic animal species was not only feasible, but that it should have
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high priority in the FAO global action plan for the sustainable development and management of animal genetic 
resources.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

(a) Genetic markers - Previous studies of genetic distances among domestic animal populations have used allele 
frequencies of blood group and protein coding loci. However, recent advances in molecular genetics have 
identified new genetic markers which exhibit high levels of polymorphism, and which are well suited for analyses 
of genetic variation within and between populations. These microsatellite markers (Litt and Luty, 1989; Weber 
and May, 1989; Tautz. 1990), consist of PCR (polymerase chain reaction) amplified segments of genomic DNA 
which contain short repeats of mono-, di- or tri-nucleotides, for example:

CACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACA.

These repeats have been shown to be ubiquitous throughout mammalian genomes and often exhibit substantial 
variation in the numbers of repeats. Differences in repeat number can be reliably distinguished, and the variants 
are inherited as alleles at a single genetic locus. The polymorphic nature of this type of locus, with variations 
many times more common than in non-repetitive sequences, is attributed to slippage-based errors in DNA 
replication. Microsatellites are the markers of choice for the intensive gene mapping studies now being done in a 
number of domestic animal species, and will provide high resolution discrimination between closely related 
populations within the same species.

(b) Precision of estimates of distance - The precision of an estimate of genetic distance is a function of the true 
distance between the populations, the number of genetic loci analysed, the heterozygosities at each of these loci, 
and the number of animals sampled from each population.

The variance of a distance estimate increases with true distance, because there is a greater amount of 
historical sampling at each locus giving rise to the distribution of gene frequencies in the current populations, 
and this can be regarded as a variance between loci. In other words, even if allele frequencies were determined 
without error in each population and each locus had the same initial heterozygosity, estimates of distance would 
vary among loci.

Variances decrease inversely with the number of loci, so that increasing the number of loci will increase 
the precision of a genetic distance estimate. The variance also declines in proportion to the average number of 
animals analyzed from each breed (unless the breed is so small that a significant fraction is sampled), providing 
individuals are unrelated (or have the same mean relationship as that in the breed). The greater the genetic 
distance between the breeds, the smaller the proportion of the variance of its estimate that is due to sampling of 
breed members.

Although there is no simple and clear way to spiecify the most appropriate sampling strategy, a 
pragmatic aim would be to have the standard error of the distance estimate (d) approximately equal to 0.03 or 
less for actual values of d = 0.1. This is obtained if 25 loci, each with an effective allele number of at least 2, 
and 25 animals per breed are assayed. The microsatellite loci proposed for assay should have 4-10 alleles, so 
that the effective number of alleles pier locus will be greater than two, thus tending to further reduce the standard 
error of the distance estimates.
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METHODOLOGY FOR PHASE 1 OF THE GLOBAL PROGRAM

The work will consist of four parts:

(a) Sampling of breeds - In general, the sampling design should attempt to minimise the number of breeds 
sampled, but should adequately sample the genetic diversity of each domestic animal species across its 
geographic range. Thus the sampling plan should be designed to select breeds which are likely to be most 
genetically distinct, using any information available from the literature about breed relationships, information 
from local experts and from historical records of origination and immigration. Within undeveloped areas,
morphologically distinct breeds should be sampled, as they may have a distinct selective and evolutionary 
history. As a result of this initial survey, areas that contain breeds of high genetic distinction will be identified,
thus maximizing the chances of finding distinct breeds at minimum cost and effort in this first phase of the 
program.

Thus a limited sampling program should be used to sample the breeds of greatest taxonomic distinction 
and to document the extent of genetic diversity within each domestic animal species. For each species, at most 
50 breeds should be sampled from those species that comprise more than 200 breeds, while at least 25% of all 
breeds should be sampled for each of the remaining species.

Aspects that should be considered where possible, in identifying the breeds to be sampled:

(i) whether the breed has had a long history of genetic isolatioa
(ii) whether the breed has evolved in a unique environment
(iii) whether the breed is suspected to have unique phenotypic qualities,
(iv) whether it is practical to sample and conserve,
(v) the degree of threat.
(vi) representatives of common or economically important breeds should be included, in addition to rare 

breeds.

In some cases, populations of a particular breed may be difficult to delineate because they are mobile,
ill-defined or subdivided Care will be needed then to identify long standing breed populations and to sample 
animals from the centre of the distribution.

(b) Sampling of animals and DNA extraction - While any material which represents once-living cells may 
potentially be used for DNA analysis, fresh blood or tissue is preferred and high quality DNA is most easily 
obtained from samples of peripheral blood organs or other tissues. The preferred sampling method would be 
duplicate blood samples of 10 mis from each animal. Samples should be taken from individuals thought to be 
unrelated and taken from a limited well defined geographical area. Typically not more than 10% of any one herd 
or village population should be sampled Where pedigree information is available, this should be consulted to 
ensure that individuals are as unrelated as possible. Care should be taken not to include animals with common 
grand-sires, and those sampled should be considered on phenotypic criteria to be representative of the breed
Samples should contain both sexes, preferably 25 of each (males necessary to allow future studies on Y 
chromosome variation).

Although 25 animals per breed should be assayed initially, the number sampled should be 50 - to allow 
for possible losses, and for additional assay if more detailed analysis is needed on particular breeds, e.g. 
substructuring within a treed or apparent crossbreeding, or to improve the precision of distance estimates among 
a sub-set of the breeds, where the estimated distances are small and where a clearer differentiation of these 
breeds is required for conservation purposes.
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Once blood samples are collected, they will be sent to regional centres for DNA extraction, and then the 
DNA samples shipped to a laboratory for microsatellite assay.

(c) Microsatellite analysis - There should be one laboratory responsible for each species. This laboratory should 
be responsible for the day-to-day management of the sampling program, the microsatellite analysis and data 
analysis for the species.

Many microsatellite loci have been identified in domestic animal species, and new ones are continually 
being found. For example, more than 120 have been mapped in cattle (Fries et al., 1993; Barendse et al.. 1994) 
and about twice this number are known; about 70 are available for sheep (A.M. Crawford, pers. comm.); and 
about 190 for pigs (A.L. Archibald, pers. comm.). A significant proportion of the bovine microsatellites have 
been shown to be polymorphic in buffalo and goats (D.J.S. Hetzel. pers. comm.). Criteria used to select 
appropriate microsatellites should include;

(i) they should be in the public domain,
(ii) where possible, microsatellite loci that have been identified in mapping studies should be used, and those 

selected should preferably be known to be unlinked,
(iii) the microsatellite variants should be shown to exhibit Mendelian inheritance (highly mutable 

microsatellite loci may show departures from Mendelian segregation, and would not be suitable for 
genetic distance analysis),

(iv) each microsatellite locus should exhibit at least four alleles,
(v) there should be information on the microsatellites in a published report,
(vi) microsatellite loci that can be used on several related species such as cattle, sheep, and goats are 

preferable.

(d) Data analysis - The general approach to data analysis will involve the calculation of genetic distances among 
breeds based on gene frequency data, followed by analysis of relationships and phylogenetic distinction.

There is no general concensus as to which of the many genetic distance measures would be best for 
analysis of within-species populations such as domestic animal breeds. Nei’s (1972) standard genetic distance 
has been used most commonly in studies of natural populations in evolutionary genetics. Alternatively, distance 
measures based on Wright's F g j statistic (e.g. Reynolds et al., 1983) may be more appropriate for short-term 
evolution such as the divergence between livestock breeds. As the mathematical properties and biological bases 
of the various measures do differ, it is conceivable that different distance measures could lead to different 
interpretations of the phylogenetic relationships among a set of breeds, with no way of determining the 'best' 
phytogeny, i.e. the one closest to the true phylogeny. However, the correlations among various distance measures 
have been found to be generally very high (Hedrick, 1975; Chakraborty and Tateno, 1976), particularly when 
applied to local populations within a species, such as livestock breeds.

The distance estimates are then used in a clustering analysis involving methods that allow for unequal 
rates of evolution, such as the neighbour-joining method (Saitou and Nei, 1987). The level of phylogenetic 
distinction of each breed is a measure of the evolutionary distance between it and other breeds, tempered by the 
number of closely related forms. For example, a breed that has a large evolutionary distance between it and other 
breeds, and has no closely related breeds, has greater distinction than one of similar distance but which also has 
several closely related forms (Crozier, 1992; May, 1990).

All information on breed samples, allele frequencies and additional collected information should be 
incorporated into the FAO Global Data Bank on Domestic Animal Diversity. This data bank should have open 
access to all investigators interested in livestock. Entries in the data bank should include reference to
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publications that are either in press or submitted, to protect the interests of investigators who have gathered the 
data.

PROGRAM STRATEGY

Given the magnitude and scope of the proposed program, it is not likely to be possible to initiate study 
of all species simultaneously. The program should give highest priority to those species that are most important 
for global food and agriculture, and for which basic breed information is available on the FAO Global Data 
Bank, namely cattle, pigs, sheep, goats, buffalo, horses and asses.

Poultry present a special problem, in being of major importance in terms of contribution to global food 
production, but with no breed data yet on the FAO Global Data Bank. FAO needs to expedite the collection of 
breed descriptions for poultry species, so that genetic distance studies of poultry breeds can be initiated as soon 
as possible. For poultry, and also for pigs, many important populations in the developed world are in the hands 
of breeding companies. Samples should be included from some of these populations, but the majority of the 
breeds in these species are to be found in the less developed countries.

COORDINATION AND MANAGEMENT

All components of the proposed program must be managed and coordinated as an integrated global 
program. The coordinating authority must be internationally recognized; it must have the capacity to raise the 
funds necessary and to manage the program; it must have the facility to liaise with governments and government 
organizations (for field sampling); it must be able to make contractual arrangements with laboratories that 
undertake the assay work; it must be able to develop and control the central data bank; and it must be able to act 
on the results.

FAO is the most appropriate coordinating authority, and the Working Group (FAO, 1993) 
recommended that the Animal Genetic Resources Group of the Animal Production and Health Division be made 
responsible for the program. Coordination and organization then would involve FAO executing this Domestic 
Animal Relationships Program, including, for each species in Phase 1:

(i) contracting with at least one laboratory to undertake the sampling and assay for each domestic animal 
species.

(ii) identifying the breeds of each species to be studied, in collaboration with scientific staff from each 
laboratory, regional experts, and any other appropriate scientific personnel,

(iii) assisting as appropriate, and monitoring field sampling,
(iv) monitoring progress of laboratory assays,
(v) developing and maintaining an appropriate data bank for this program, as part of the FAO Global 

Data Bank for Domestic Animal Diversity,
(vi) contracting laboratories to maintain an Animal Genetic Resources DNA Bank,
(vii) preparing for further activities for each species as results become available.

OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS

The primary outcome of the program will be objective information on (i) the overall magnitude of 
genetic diversity within each domestic animal species, and (ii) the structure of relationships, expressed as genetic 
distances among breeds, within each species.
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The primary benefit then will be the introduction of an objective framework within which candidate 
breeds for conservation may be assessed. This will form a rational basis aiding decisions as to which breeds 
should have priority for conservation, given the aim of maintaining the pool of domestic animal diversity.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The procedures outlined here are for Phase 1 of a total program, i.e. analysis of a selected sub-set of 
all breeds in each species to define the overall magnitude of genetic diversity, as well as the relationships among 
the selected breeds.

Phase 2 will depend on the results obtained in Phase 1. Where all genetic distances among this first set 
of breeds are very small (i.e. little between-breed diversity), no further breed sampling and genetic distance 
estimation would be necessary. In this case, detailed genetic evaluation and comparisons of these breeds would 
be needed to determine if more than one member of the group should be conserved. Where distinct differences in 
the genetic relationships among the sampled breeds are found, however, further sampling of breeds for Phase 2 
should proceed as quickly as possible, with the most intensive sampling in regions of greatest diversity.
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